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Lockdown  Buzz

To keep our students engaged positively and constructively , a number of online campaigns and

initiatives were organised . These campaigns were then featured on the school Facebook page and

shared on class What 's App groups . 

#Mango Day
The King of Fruits - Mango , is a fruit loved by all . It 's varied use in salads , chutneys , pickles , drinks &

desserts and at times even in curries makes it an indispensable ingredient .  Our pre-primary and

junior school students celebrated Mango Day , where in they learned about this versatile fruit and its

many uses . Children made crafts and drawings related to Mangoes and they were especially elated

to have their parents join in the celebrations as well !

# Eid-ul-Adha
To celebrate the festival of Eid , our pre-primary students dressed up in their most favourite kurtas
and made delicious chocolate laddoos . They even made origami flowers and gift-wrapped a pencil

to be given to someone with lesser means . With this activity , we hoped to instill the feelings of

compassion and empathy among the students .

C E L E B R A T I O N S  



# Krishana Janmashtami
Lord Krishna , one of the most powerful and enigmatic reincarnation of Lord Vishnu is a revered

and loved personality by many . It is no surprise then that his birthday too is celebrated with a

great zeal throughout the world .Our school students celebrated this joyous day by making Lord

Krishna ’s beloved murali and by painting a mor pankh . Some of the students also made

clay NandaGopal . 

As a part of the celebration , many children from our Pre-Primary school dressed up as Lord

Krishna and Radha , and had a great time in doing so !
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#Raksha Bandhan
A festival that celebrates the beautiful relationship between siblings , Raksha Bandhan teaches us

a very important lesson - to protect the ones we love . This Raksha Bandhan , we encouraged our

students to forge a bond not just with their family but also with Mother Nature . By tying a sacred

symbolic thread , "mauli" to a tree , we urged them to observe Vriksha Bandhan and vow to

protect trees that selflessly give us so much , including life itself .
 
Our students also observed Suraksha Bandhan for our teachers and educators - a way to express

their gratitude to the very people who are working hard to protect their education and safeguard

their future .

Vriksha Bandhan & Suraksha Bandhan was celebrated by students from Pre-primary , Junior ,

Middle and Senior School , with more than 500 entries for the same . 
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Devanshi Srivastava

Class 11

Happy Suraksha Bandhan to all Teachers!
None of us children can thank you enough for the efforts you are making towards reforming our
education. From studying through Google Classrooms to participating in online competitions, it has
been going great for me, even in this uncertain time where this 'prolonged' holiday has become
most undesirable.

Indeed, the heart swells with pride when we see the relentless efforts being made at making us all
feel 'at school' by our teachers. All teachers have been working tirelessly; they too are Corona
warriors as they are not only managing their families and homes, but are also preparing lectures,
answering questions, checking assignments and doing all they can to adopt technology.

I want to thank all my teachers for inspiring us; your hard -work is exemplary. I decided that the
best way to pay tribute to you is by tying the mauli thread to the different subject books and put
the tilak on them. I know it sounds out of the box, but I enjoyed doing it and somehow felt that it
was able to convey my feelings better than through a greeting card. This mauli is symbolic with the
respect I feel for teachers, for the unique way they teach us their subjects and the knowledge they
grant us through these books and through the huge reservoir of experience. These books remind
me of you.



#Zele
The English department of the school along with students of Class 12 organized Zèle - a most

unique and wonderful online literary fest . Over 75 participants belonging to Class 11 and 12

participated in Zèle , making it a huge success .The fest was divided into four literary events :

Turncoat: Participants were to play devil 's advocates , switching sides in a given topic halfway

through their debates .

Declamation: Participants were required to choose a topic out of the given 5 topics and

reproduce a speech , originally delivered by a great personality .

Voice it Out: Budding actors were judged on their voice modulation capabilities . 

Poetry Recitation : Participants were given a list of 10 words out of which 5 had to be used to knit

a poem . 

                                                                Students' Speak:

"It was truly an exceptional experience comprising a unique feeling of competitiveness. It was an event

that made me realize that creativity as well as passion and zeal to bring out one's artist cannot be

extinguished by any barrier."                                                                                                                - Mehul Singh               

"Zele was an exploration into the ability of oneself. If it is to be described in a single word, the word would

be-Fascinating".                                                                                                                                    - Kartike Singh               
-

"It was a self exploratory event for me for it pushed my imagination to a great extent as well as helped to

introduce other people of a creative streak whom I hadn't known for their interests before. I think it was

carried out properly when one considers that it was conducted online, too."                                        

                                                                                                                                                    - Devanshi Srivastava               

"ZELE was a wonderful experience and an excellent opportunity to discover ones hidden talents."                               

                                                                                                                                                            - Siddhant Gupta
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#Career Counselling
A career counseling webinar - From Building a Legacy to Becoming a Mentor was organized

for the school 's passing out students to help them choose the right career path . What made this

webinar special was that the speakers were alumni of the school who , having gained admission

to some of the top colleges of the country , shared their first-hand experience with the

students .The Webinar was divided into two panels : Panel 1 was dedicated to Traditional Careers

and Panel 2 was dedicated to Offbeat Careers

With panelists belonging to varied fields , the webinar provided a good knowledge of different

industries , trends and in-demand careers to the students .The panelists were asked various

questions on admission procedures , entrance exams , colleges , recommended courses as well as

on the career trajectory that one can have in a particular industry .Besides answering the

questions posed by the students . the panelists also shared experiences and anecdotes from their

life .

Link : https ://www .youtube .com/watch?v=Dwe7rgyulkM
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#Scope of Psychology Webinar
We are always working towards providing our students with timely advice and guidance , and

more so with regards to their careers . To this effect , the Psychology department organized

Scope of Psychology for Class 10 , 11 & 12 students , the second webinar in our Career Guidance

series . The webinar was divided into three rounds . The panelists for the first round were the

school alumni who shared their knowledge and experiences on various Colleges & Campuses
and their admission procedures . The second round , Bucking the Trends saw a mix of Industry

Experts and Alumni as panelists ; the round shed light on the various dimensions of Psychology

as a subject and the rising trends in the sector . The final conclusive round was headed by

Industry Experts from varied Popular Fields of Psychology . 

Through this webinar , the students gained an in-depth knowledge of Psychology with every

nuance of the popular stream being explained to them . The webinar was highly successful with

over 60 participants and was also streamed live on the school Facebook page .

Link : https ://m .facebook .com/story .php?story_fbid=1304920156527529&id=100010286702820 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dwe7rgyulkM


#Education Unlocked
At Jaipuria , our parents are our partners . We foster open communication with them and organize

many interactive sessions for them to be able to speak to us freely and resolve their doubts , if any . 

In this regard , our Vice-Chairperson , Mrs . Anjali Jaipuria , graciously hosted Education Unlocked - a

two-part interactive session for parents to understand the key tenets of  Education at our school .

Mrs . Jaipuria also spoke at length on developing the physical , emotional , mental and spiritual

aspects of the child . She graciously opened the floor for questions and answered several queries

from the parents . When asked about how to set boundaries with children without uprooting their

innocence , she answered "It is only through the language of love that you can achieve this task". 

Session 1 : https ://youtu .be/Dq-xW-byAq8 Session 2 : https ://youtu .be/Oif0KVSue44
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#Design & Aesthetics workshop 
A workshop on the importance of design and aesthetics was conducted for Class 8 to Class 12

students . The workshop was conducted by Mrs . Shubhra Dahiya , architect and partner at Team3 .

She has worked on various projects of diverse scale in Architecture as well as Interior

Architecture . 

The design and aesthetics workshop was instrumental in ushering the comprehension of beauty

of visual perception in students . From opening up the world of unique architectural structures-

such as a house built on the edge of a breathtaking waterfall , glass buildings , structures of

extraordinary shapes , etc . to showing the evolution of popular paintings through the course of

time , the workshop covered it all . 

Link :

https ://jaipuriaacin .zoom .us/rec/play/2zWTBeNuNNLDBrX3FHTYWw_lorVgml8wyPwutnpguy5sR9

nWloxdCJSCgsqmJxQJ_gYRVPE4xezEGl3i .8yaY5fZ0y6eILIAUcontinueMode=true&_x_zm_rtaid=TiK

M3MJ0Qtq_ButncDR6Sg .1599542638521 .896985425592bf09d8681e34486be729&_x_zm_rhtaid=85

8

#Skill enhancement workshop for Teachers
A workshop on mathematics was conducted by Ramanujan Museum & Math Education Centre ,

Chennai which was attended by our Primary teachers . The workshop focused on the 2-digit

subtraction with regrouping in the primary classes (Grade 2). 

https://youtu.be/Dq-xW-byAq8
https://youtu.be/Oif0KVSue44
https://jaipuria-ac-in.zoom.us/rec/play/2zWTBeNuNNLDBrX3FHTYWw_lorVgml8wyPwutnpguy5sR9nWloxdCJSCgsqmJxQJ_gYRVPE4xezEGl3i.8yaY5fZ0y6eILIAU?continueMode=true&_x_zm_rtaid=TiKM3MJ0Qtq_ButncDR6Sg.1599542638521.896985425592bf09d8681e34486be729&_x_zm_rhtaid=858


As the first term of the online learning drew to a close , we wanted to appreciate the hard-work and

dedication of both students and teachers alike and what better a way to do that than a celebration ,

albeit online . First-term report cards were made and sent to all the students , along with a

beautifully composed note from the Principal 's desk . 

We celebrated online excellence for our Grade 2 - Grade 8 students . There were many different

categories for which certificates of excellence were made , such as , 100% attendance , all -rounder ,

IT genius etc . The children were elated to have their efforts acknowledged and appreciated and we

hope this little celebration motivates them to continue giving their best . 

The school also conducted its first set of Parent-Teacher meetings to discuss the academic

learnings and areas of improvement for the students .  The teachers made video and photo collages

of the students and the various activities done by them during this time and shared them in the

PTM 's . 

The Inter-Jaipuria cultural fest , Crescendo , in its third edition was conducted entirely online . As

we strive to adopt the 'new normal ' ,  the theme for this year was 'Parivartan '  or change ,

reflecting our current world order . 

The multi-school , multi-city competition had a number of events in the fields of education ,

drama , performing arts and art & craft . The competition was open for students from Grade 5 to

Grade 12 . We also conducted an intra-school round to select the participants for the main fest

with the same guidelines and categories . One of the small events in the intra-school fest was the

Certificate - making competition that saw more than 170 entries in total ; the participants for the

intra-house competition were presented with these certificates . 

There were a total of 82 participants from the school for the main event . Some of the popular

events were Hindi & English Elocution , Debate , Hindi & English poetry-writing and story writing ,

doodle - making etc . Seth M .R . Jaipuria School , Gomtinagar was declared as the overall

champion of Crescendo 2020 , winning the coveted title , third time in a row . 

                C R E S C E N D O  
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In our endeavour to forge a bond with our stakeholders beyond academics , we have re-kindled

the school blog . The blog is open for teachers , staff and other experts contributing to it . The blog

features varied topics that make for an interesting read for both parents and students . Some of

these topics include Staying Fit , De-stressing using Drama , De-cluttering the mind , Harmonizing

Faculties etc .  

Link : https ://school .jaipuria .ac .in/category/blog/

               S C H O O L  B L O G

https://school.jaipuria.ac.in/category/blog/


#Celebrations at School
Observing all social distancing norms , the festivities at school began with the hoisting of the

National Flag by the principal , Mrs . Promini Chopra , followed by the National Anthem , In the

absence of students , a few teachers along with staff members led by Mr . Vinay Pande , Head -

Master of Senior School participated in the march past parade .

Mrs . Chopra then gave a passionate speech about how we must think not only about ourselves but

also about our Nation which has given us so much ; while choosing a personal goal , its impact on

the country must be considered too and if the aim impedes the growth of the country , then the

goal has to be changed .The National Song was then sung by all present , swelling us with pride . 

#Virtual Program
An online celebration program like no other was organized as a part of the festivities . There were re-

productions of speeches by renowned Indians ; from a rendition of Dr . APJ Abdul Kalam 's speech to

that of ex-Prime Minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee to a self-written rousing speech by Anushka Pal of

Class 9 . 

A number of dance performances were pre-choreographed and synced , beautifully reflecting the

patriotic sentiments felt by all . Students of Class 3 & 4 also came together "virtually" to compose a

beautiful song Three Colours . The virtual celebrations ended with Jayesh Khare playing the National

Song on the synthesizer . 

The patriotic fervor and the zeal to celebrate our great Nation was evident in all performances . 

I N D E P E N D E N C E  D A Y  C E L E B R A T I O N S



#Independence Art
Throughout the school , we asked our students to make art on the theme "What freedom means to

you ' .  We received an overwhelming response for this campaign with students beautifully

expressing their patriotism and love for their country on a canvas . 
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#My Favourite Indian
We asked our Pre-primary school students to dress up as their favourite Indians and record a small

video . It was endearing to see the children channel their beloved Indian personality . From the

Honourable Prime Minister to the much loved revolutionary Shaheed Bhagat Singh to even youth

icons such as PV Sindhu , our young patriots truly made this day extra special . 

#Speeches of Glory
In the run up to the Independence Day , on the school Facebook page , speeches by famous

patriots and freedom fighters were posted . The speeches includes excerpts from famous

speeches such as 'Tryst with Destiny ' ,  'Quit India Movement '  etc . and featured patriots such as

Sri Aurobindo , Aruna Asaf Ali , Sarojini Naidu , Shaheed Bhagat Singh etc . This was done as an

expression of gratitude to these bravehearts as well as to increase knowledge about these

revered personalities . 
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#Letters To our Heroes
We organized a campaign called 'Letters to our Heroes '  wherein the students were encouraged

to write letters , pen poems , make paintings and record videos for the Armed Forces . We

received more than 500 entries for this campaign , with some of the most thoughtful poems and

heart-warming letters written . 


